


FOCUSED
ON QUALITY
At F.G.Bradley’s, our goal is to bring you 
traditional style fun that provides a catalyst 
for families and friends to interact and play 
together! In this turbulent, fast paced age, 
“family time” away from computers and 
television is more important than ever. We 
carry distinctive products from around the 
world that will help you fi nd fun new ways 
to spend quality time together.

Our stores have built a 29 year reputation 
for superior quality products that will 
stand the test of time. We favour Canadian 
manufacturers and focus on providing a 
level of service that is not often encountered.

Our Sales Associates pride themselves on 
being “Game Experts” and will help you 
make the best choices whether you are 
searching for an entertaining gift or 
planning your new game room. 

We hope you will visit one F.G.Bradley’s, 
truly unique, Greater Toronto Area 
locations to experience our knowledgeable 
Sales Associates and uncompromising 
service standards. 

We are committed to 
you being thoroughly 
delighted every time 
you come to visit!     

Check out our web site for all the latest 
games and so much more like...

• Design and layout your game room
• Customize your own pool table
• Find the rules to that old game in the closet
• Learn how...with F.G.Bradley’s Expert Tips
• Book a service call and more!

fun...only a click away!

shop for fun

online1. Codenames Pictures - Pg. 4
2. Trivial Pursuit 2000's - Pg. 4

 3. Jett Tournament Roll-Up Chess Set - Pg. 9
 4. BeanBoozled Spinner Tin - Pg. 4 
 5. Ghost Hedgehog Rotational Puzzler - Pg. 11
6. Ice Raider Rod Hockey - Pg. 36
7. Poison VX4 Cues - Pg. 24

  8. Happy Salmon Card Game - Pg. 4
9. F.G.Bradley's Storm Darts - Pg. 16  

10. Rum Roller Taster Glass - Pg. 14

 F.G.Bradley's 
Top Ten Gift Picks
Don't know what to get them? 
F.G.Bradley's makes gift giving 
easy! Look for this Top Ten 
symbol throughout the catalogue 
for our ultimate gift suggestions!  

Still 
can’t decide?
Don’t worry we have 
the gift that always fi ts. 
Give an f.g.bradley’s 
gift card!

Still 

OUR LOCATIONS

SERVICES
yes it fits!

Our billiard tables come in pieces so they will fi t into any 
basement or loft. Don’t worry, our certifi ed billiard 
mechanics will assemble it for you! 

All our billiard tables come with a lifetime manufacturer’s 
warranty. We are confi dent you won’t need it, but it’s our 
commitment that your purchase will be worry free!

Sit back, we can take care of the nuts and bolts! We 
have service technicians on staff  to install or service 
what we sell. 

F.G.Bradley’s supply and service commercial billiard 
establishments like pool rooms and recreation centers 
across Canada.

we've got 
you covered!

need it delivered, 
setup or fixed?

commercial
specialists

level of service that is not often encountered.

Our Sales Associates pride themselves on 
being “Game Experts” and will help you 
make the best choices whether you are 
searching for an entertaining gift or 
planning your new game room. 

We hope you will visit one F.G.Bradley’s, 
truly unique, Greater Toronto Area 
locations to experience our knowledgeable 
Sales Associates and uncompromising 
service standards. 

We are committed to 
you being thoroughly 
delighted every time 
you come to visit!     

shop for fun
decide?

Don’t worry we have 

certified billiard 
mechanics 
F.G.Bradley’s has Certifi ed Billiard 
Mechanics on staff  to professionally 
fulfi ll all your service 
needs, including:
• Installing billiard/
   game tables
• Re-clothing
• Moving
• Dismantling
• Crating
• Leveling

We also do repairs 
and service 
to all makes 
and models!

www.fgbradleys.com

Pickering Town Centre
1355 Kingston Rd. 
Pickering | ON L1V 1B8
Lower Level Sears Wing
(905) 420-6113
1-888-456-GAME

Etobicoke Store 
192 North Queen Street 
Etobicoke | ON M9C 4Y1
Across from Sherway Gardens
(416) 622-7084
1-866-407-5400

Oshawa Centre
Holiday Location
419 King Street West 
Oshawa | ON L1J 2K5 
North of Door #1 Near Sears
(905) 404-2233

Fairview Mall
1800 Sheppard Ave. E 
North York | ON M2J 5A7
Lower Level near The Bay
(416) 494-0094
1-800-829-4981

OUR LOCATIONSOUR LOCATIONS



Star Trek 50th 
Anniversary Games
Celebrate the 50th anniversary of Star Trek 
with special edition Star Trek games. Test your 
knowledge of Star Trek with Star Trek Trivial 
Pursuit in collectible shuttle craft, venture out on your 
own with Star Trek Five Year Mission board game and 
when you return try your hand at Star Trek’s 3D chess. 
Boldly go where no one has gone before.
700138  Trivial Pursuit Star Trek 50th Anniversary $39.99
710007  Star Trek 3D Chess $399.99
701750  Star Trek 5 Year Mission $49.99

 just for kids! 
We Detectives
Work together with your 
friends and family to put 
the crooks behind bars. 
Teamwork will get you to 
the bottom of each case.
700824 $24.99

Penguin Pool Party
The Smart Penguins challenge 
you in this exciting new 3D 
game...and now it’s time for a 
swim! Place the penguins in the 
water on the game board and 
solve the challenge to fi t the 
ice blocks around them.
 760020 $22.99

This That &
Everything
The name-dropping party 
game that challenges players 
to describe people, places or 
things for their teammates.
709023 $34.99

Codenames &
        Codenames Pictures

The hit game where two 
rival spy-masters know the 
secret identities of 25 agents. 
Compete to see who can make 
contact with all of agents fi rst. 
With new Pictures version fi nd 
one word that ties your team's 
pictures together. Can be 
played with or instead of the 
original Codenames.
700077 Codenames $29.99 
700134 Codenames Pictures 
$29.99

Catch Phrase
The new edition of the 

Grab It, Guess It, Pass It 
game where teammates 

try to guess your 
description of the word 

or phrase. First team 
to 7 points wins.
700372 $39.99

Stumblebum
A hilarious game of charades where 
performers are given physical challenges 
like “stand on one leg” while they act 
out a short list of words. It’s simple and 
fun! 700404 $19.99

Upwords
If you like Scrabble, 
you’ll love Upwords. 

A smaller grid 
forces words to 

form horizontally, 
vertically or by 

stacking. Stack 
your words to earn 

more points. 
700380 $39.99

Upwords
If you like Scrabble, 
you’ll love Upwords. 

A smaller grid 
forces words to 

form horizontally, 
vertically or by 

stacking. Stack 
your words to earn 

more points. 
700380 $39.99

Stumblebum

Trivial Pursuit 
2000's
Have a blast recalling 
fun facts from the 
awesome 2000s with 
this modern Trivial 
Pursuit edition. 
700135 $49.99

Brain Games
Expand your mind and stretch your 
body with Brain Games - The Game, 
a family-friendly, intelligence-boosting 
game that will put your brain and body 
to the test in 4 categories - Logic, 
Vision, Language, Mind and Body.
700592 $42.99
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            Trivial Pursuit 
Marvel Volume #2
Test your Marvel Cinematic 
Universe knowledge with over 300 
questions covering 6 categories 
across the fi rst ten fi lms. Captain 
America can do this all day, can 
you? 700294 $29.99

Harry Potter Clue
Solve the mysterious disappearance of a fellow 
student who has vanished from Hogwarts and 
solemnly swear you are up to no good. 700523 $49.99

Escape the Room
Work with your fellow 

players to solve puzzles 
and unlock hidden clues. 

This interactive party 
game brings the fun of the 
real-life version of Escape 

the Room to your very own 
home. 700662 $34.99

Geek-opoly
Gather a group of 
like-minded individuals, 
buy your favourite geek 
chic properties and up 
the rent with Gigabytes 
and Terabytes. Roll on 
to Geekdom and be 
elected Alpha Geek! 
709035 $34.99

 just for kids!  just for kids! 

Penguin Pool Party
Happy Salmon
The 'FIN-tastically' unique, ultra-fast 
card game has players do the 
action on their card. The player 
who discards all their cards fi rst 
wins the round and is sure to be 
out-of-breath.  700015 $22.99

Speak Out
Get ready to be doubled 
over with laughter as 
players try to say different 
phrases while wearing a 
mouthpiece that won't let 
them shut their mouth. 
701510 $34.99

Speak Out
Get ready to be doubled 
over with laughter as 
players try to say different 
phrases while wearing a 
mouthpiece that won't let 
them shut their mouth. 
701510 $34.99

performers are given physical challenges 

700138

701750

710007

BeanBoozled Spinner Tin
Take the dare with the giant 
spinner wheel. Pick the jelly 
bean in the colour selected 
and taste lookalike wild or mild 
fl avours. Is it Pear or a Booger? 
305005 $14.99

444444444



card games!

Exploding 
Kittens & NSFW
A card game version of Russian 
roulette for people who are into 
kittens and explosions and laser 
beams and sometimes goats. The 
Not Safe For Work edition contains 
card art too horrible to include in a 
kid-friendly version.
720235 Exploding Kittens $29.99
720236 Not Safe For Work $29.99

Kittens in a 
Blender & Expansion

Sure, kittens are curious by nature, 
but when they get in a kitchen, it is up 
to you to save them from the blender. 

More Kittens expansion adds thirty-two 
unique kittens to the game allowing for 

play with up to six players.
700021 Kittens In a Blender $19.99

700023 Expansion $9.99

Pandemic 
Cthulhu
Experience the 
classic Pandemic 
game play with a 
horrifi c twist that'll 
have you face twelve 
“Old Ones,” each 
threatening the world 
with their unique 
powers. 700708 $69.99

Mysterium
Players share the 
same goal of shedding 
light on the strange 
circumstances 
surrounding the 
ghost's death. The 
team has seven hours 
to contact the ghost 
and solve this mystery. 
RIP. 700620 $69.99

Panda Head
The trick-taking card game where the 
winning panda is the one who stays 
awake the longest. Eat bamboo shoots 
for more energy and watch out for “big 
panda.” 720275 $12.99

Sushi Go Party!
In this fast-playing card game, the 

goal is to grab the best combination 
of sushi dishes as they whiz by. 
It's a party platter of mega maki, 

super sashimi, and endless 
edamame in this expanded version 

of the best-selling card game. 
720086 $39.99

Pick - a - Pig
This unique party Card game will provide 
hours of fun in any setting. Give each 
player a secret card. On "go" all players 
begin collecting cards. Either identical or 
with only one difference-until someone   
                 calls "stop". 720271 $16.99

Ticket to Ride 
Claim the railway 
routes connecting 
cities throughout 
North America. The 
longer the routes 
the more points you 
earn. Climb aboard 
for some railroading 
adventure.
700309 $69.99
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Pick - a - Pig
This unique party Card game will provide 
hours of fun in any setting. Give each 
player a secret card. On "go" all players 
begin collecting cards. Either identical or 
with only one difference-until someone   
                 calls "stop". 

Kittens in a 
Blender & Expansion

Sure, kittens are curious by nature, 
but when they get in a kitchen, it is up 
to you to save them from the blender. 

More Kittens expansion adds thirty-two 
unique kittens to the game allowing for 

play with up to six players.
 $19.99

 $9.99

Kittens in a 

Panda Head
The trick-taking card game where the 
winning panda is the one who stays 
awake the longest. Eat bamboo shoots 
for more energy and watch out for “big 
panda.” 720275 $12.99

Kittens in a 

beams and sometimes goats. The 
Not Safe For Work edition contains 
card art too horrible to include in a 
kid-friendly version.
720235 Exploding Kittens
720236 Not Safe For Work

Panda Head

Sushi Go Party!
In this fast-playing card game, the 

goal is to grab the best combination 
of sushi dishes as they whiz by. 
It's a party platter of mega maki, 

super sashimi, and endless 
edamame in this expanded version 

of the best-selling card game. 
720086 $39.99

Panda Head

Sheriff of
Nottingham

Prince John is coming 
to Nottingham! Play 

it safe or risk it all, 
but get your goods 

through the city gate. 
An exciting game 
of bluffi ng, bribery 

and smuggling.
701233 $49.99

Sheriff of
Nottingham

Prince John is coming 
to Nottingham! Play 

it safe or risk it all, 
but get your goods 

through the city gate. 
An exciting game 
of bluffi ng, bribery 

and smuggling.
701233 $49.99

Ellusionist Playing Cards
Something changes when you pick up a deck of truly 
incredible playing cards. Cards that not only push the 

boundaries, but destroy them entirely. Amazing card decks 
for illusionists, collectors and players. $13.99  

600326 Artifi ce 
600362 Bumble Bee  

600325 Fathom

Themed Playing Cards
Iconic heroes do battle at the card table with 
our collection of playing cards with amazing 
art work from your favorite series. $7.99
600038 Marvel Heroes
600061 Harry Potter
600057 Justice League

7 Wonders Duel
A two player version of 

the hit game where 
you lead an ancient 

civilization as it rises 
from its barbaric roots to 
become a world power. 

Build an architectural 
wonder and rule the most 

powerful civilization on 
Earth! 700263 $44.99

Machi Koro
Welcome to the city of 
Machi Koro, the Japanese 
card game that is sweeping 
the world. You've just been 
elected Mayor.  A fast-paced, 
light-hearted game where 2 
to 4 friends are armed only 
with their trusty die and a 
dream, you must grow Machi 
Koro into the largest city in 
the region. 700535 $44.99

same goal of shedding 

team has seven hours 
to contact the ghost 
and solve this mystery. 

700620 $69.99

Ellusionist Playing Cards

Machi Koro
Welcome to the city of 
Machi Koro, the Japanese 
card game that is sweeping 
the world. You've just been 
elected Mayor.  A fast-paced, 
light-hearted game where 2 
to 4 friends are armed only 
with their trusty die and a 
dream, you must grow Machi 
Koro into the largest city in 
the region. 

One Night 
Ultimate Vampire
A fast game for 3-10 
players where everyone 
gets a role. Your village 
will decide who among 
them is a vampire. All it 
takes is fi nding one 
vampire to win. 
700811 $29.99

The Resistance:
Avalon
Forces of Good and Evil 
battle to control the future 
of civilization. Discover the 
hidden unscrupulous 
minions set to bring 
down the hierarchy. 
701537 $24.99

Isle of Skye
The landscape of Isle 

of Skye is breathtaking 
and fascinates everyone. 
Build your little kingdoms 
to score as many points 

as possible. In this 
tile-laying game 2 to 5 

players are the chieftains 
of 5 famous clans. 

700815 $49.99

Saboteur 
Who is the saboteur and 

will they stop you from 
reaching the treasure? If 

you succeed, gold awaits 
you. If you don't, then to 

the victor goes the spoils.
720218 $17.99

Munchkin 
Legends Deluxe
Prepare to fi ght the 
creatures of legend and 
take their stuff! Face 
mythical monsters and 
collect legendary treasures. 
720160 $49.99

Isle of Skye
The landscape of Isle The landscape of Isle 

of Skye is breathtaking of Skye is breathtaking 
and fascinates everyone. and fascinates everyone. 
Build your little kingdoms Build your little kingdoms 
to score as many points to score as many points 

as possible. In this as possible. In this 
tile-laying game 2 to 5 tile-laying game 2 to 5 

players are the chieftains players are the chieftains 
of 5 famous clans. of 5 famous clans. 

700815 $49.99

The Resistance:
Avalon
Forces of Good and Evil 
battle to control the future 
of civilization. Discover the 
hidden unscrupulous 
minions set to bring 
down the hierarchy. 
701537 $24.99

777777777



Crokinole 
Crokinole has traditionally been and continues to be one of the most 
interesting family games ever created. Our 3 in 1 adds checkers 
and backgammon. The hand crafted Ash and Baltic 
Birch board makes a great decorative centerpiece with 
Canadian solid wood construction. We offer a number 
of different boards and accessories priced to suit any 
budget. 700462 Ash/Baltic Birch  $149.99 

Chess Sets, Pieces & Accessories
Chess is a great game that gets the mind working. Choose from a wide 
selection of chess sets and accessories that will help customize your game. 
710010 Roll-up Tournament Set $29.99 / 710120 Roman Folding Chess Set $119.99
730014 BHB Chess Clock $69.99 / 710325 Rock vs Jazz Chess Pieces $139.99
710140 Wooden   Board with Metal top and Storage $109.99

Double 
Series Wood

Be the fi rst player to score 2 series of 
5 markers with the same colour, either 

vertically, horizontally or diagonally on this 
big wooden version of the classic game. 

Play against your best friend, or family.
700846 $39.99

Ash/Baltic 
Birch 
Crokinole

5 Second Rule: 
Uncensored

It seems easy to name 
three uses for your 

tongue, but can you do 
it in fi ve seconds without 

getting tongue-tied and 
fl ustered? For three or 

more players ages 18+ 
because it's uncensored!

709000 $39.99

Never Have I Ever... 
Every game presents a chance to relive 
life’s funny, embarrassing and awkward 
moments with your family and friends. 
Don’t worry, all your poor 
decision-making has 
fi nally paid off. 18+
700405 $34.99

Anomia X 
Where common 
knowledge becomes entirely 
inappropriate. The award-
winning card game is back 
– with bad manners and an 
oversized martini. It pokes 
a stick at the underbelly of 
society, and the results are 
decidedly NSFW! 18+
700369 $34.99

games for adults!
5 Second Rule: 

Uncensored
It seems easy to name 

three uses for your 
tongue, but can you do 

it in fi ve seconds without 
getting tongue-tied and 
fl ustered? For three or 

more players ages 18+ 
because it's uncensored!

709000 $39.99

Personally Incorrect 
& Expansion #2 
You don’t have to be a morally 
inept or a terrible person to 
win Personally Incorrect… 
but it certainly can’t hurt! Why 
play a tiring game that makes 
generic statements? Personally 
Incorrect attacks the people you 
are playing with, and no one is 
safe. 18+
 700080 Personally  
 Incorrect $29.99
 700089 Expansion  

 2nd Edition $19.99

Never Have I Ever... 
Every game presents a chance to relive 
life’s funny, embarrassing and awkward 
moments with your family and friends. 
Don’t worry, all your poor 
decision-making has 
fi nally paid off. 18+

Adult Charades 
Card Game

Adult XXX Charades is all the 
fun of regular Adult Charades, 

but packaged in a portable 
tuck box. Regular charades 

may be fun...but these 
charades will really rock your 

world! 18+ 720062 $12.99

Flipop 
    This fun and fast-paced rebound game will bring 
        hours of fun.  A wooden game that challenges  
            players to be the fi rst to 500 points by fl inging 
               their pucks at the right angles and knocking 
                    out their opponents pucks at the same 
                       time. Ricochet your way to victory.
                       700853 $39.99
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interesting family games ever created. Our 3 in 1 adds checkers 

of different boards and accessories priced to suit any 
budget. 700462 Ash/Baltic Birch  $149.99 

Ash/Baltic 
Birch 
Crokinole

Surco Speedway 
3-Star Carrom Board
Commonly played by families - Carrom is a 
strike and pocket table game of Eastern 
Origin. Our 3 Star Carrom board is a great 
entry level board for anyone who is thinking 
about getting into playing the game. 
701340 $129.99

710140 Wooden   Board with Metal top and Storage $109.99 $109.99

Bingo Party Set
The ultimate Bingo set for adults and children. Includes a large 
high quality bingo cage, bingo master board, 18 bingo cards, 
bag of 300 chips and bingo balls numbered 1-75. Metal cage is 
vinyl coated for extra durability. This massive cage measures 
11" x 12" x 12" high. 
Great fun for the 
entire family! 
709037 $62.99 

Rummikub 
Bright oversized 
numbers let you see 
the tiles you have and 
the tiles your opponents 
lay down much more 
easily. Comes with 106 
playing tiles, 4 racks, 
and storage pouch.
709050 $39.99

Rummikub 
Bright oversized 
numbers let you see 
the tiles you have and 
the tiles your opponents 
lay down much more 
easily. Comes with 106 
playing tiles, 4 racks, 
and storage pouch.
709050 $39.99

Flipop 

Double 
Series Wood

    This fun and fast-paced rebound game will bring 
        hours of fun.  A wooden game that challenges  
            players to be the fi rst to 500 points by fl inging 
               their pucks at the right angles and knocking 
                    out their opponents pucks at the same 

vertically, horizontally or diagonally on this 
big wooden version of the classic game. 

Play against your best friend, or family.

                       700853 $39.99                       700853 $39.99

Cribbage Boards
Take your next Crib game to a 
whole new level with one of our 
many exciting cribbage boards. 
720144 Toboggan $49.99
720024 Wooden “29” $14.99
720029 Clifton Crib $39.99 

whole new level with one of our whole new level with one of our 
many exciting cribbage boards. 

 $14.99

Deluxe 37.5 cm 
Backgammon
This elegant 37.5 cm 
backgammon set is 
beautifully tailored with 
chocolate and cream 
toned leatherette.  
Featuring deluxe 
hardware and 
complete with 
stones, dice and shaker.
710091 $119.99

Deluxe 37.5 cm Deluxe 37.5 cm 
Backgammon
This elegant 37.5 cm 
backgammon set is 
beautifully tailored with 
chocolate and cream 
toned leatherette.  

stones, dice and shaker.

Mah Jong 
Wood Case Plus 

This Mah Jong set comes with a 
travel case and stands made from 

gloss varnished wood and tiles made from 
a resistant resin. 701584 $89.99

710091 $119.99

Mah Jong 
Wood Case Plus 

This Mah Jong set comes with a 
travel case and stands made from 

gloss varnished wood and tiles made from 

selection of chess sets and accessories that will help customize your game. 
Roman Folding Chess Set $119.99

 $139.99

www.fgbradleys.com      

700405 $34.99
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Jigsaw Puzzles
We have your puzzle! Whether you 
like animals,buildings, landscape, 
fl owers, kittens or puppies, outer 
space, historical settings, cars or 
fl owers, we have something for you. 
Choose from hundreds of puzzles 
in a variety of sizes, pieces and skill 
levels from the best brands. From 
300 to 33,600 pieces! 

Adult 
Colouring Books
Use your imagination and 

visual clues to draw 
and colour in your very 
own WASGIJ solution 
picture. Includes all 
your favourite WASGIJ 
concepts and themes - 
Original, Mystery, Junior, 
Christmas, Destiny, 
and Imagine.
790940 WASGIJ $11.99
790942 JVH Volume #2 
$11.99 

Metal Earth Puzzles
Metal Earth are amazingly detailed 
do-it-yourself Laser-etched models 
that you assemble from single sheets 
of laser-cut steel. Choose from 
dozens of puzzles, from iconic 
buildings to iconic characters!  

Walls and 
Warriors
Arrange the walls on 
the game board to 
protect the blue 
warriors within 
the castle and keep 
the red invaders out. 
Includes 80 increasingly 
diffi cult challenges! 
760035 $34.99

Jigsaw Puzzle Glue
771139 $7.99

Puzzle Sort & Go
770468 $22.99

Rotational Puzzlers  
Take your cubing skills to the next level with one of our many complex, 
colourful rotating puzzle cubes. If you think the Rubik's Cube is too easy, 
then why not give any of our rotating cubes a try! Newbs, intermediate 
and experienced puzzlers welcome!

IQ Buster 
Chroma Puzzlers  
Brightly coloured wooden puzzlers 
will challenge or frustrate any 
know-it-all. 760226 $6.99

Coggy  
Get your mental gears spinning with 
this bending, clicking, shape-shifting 
brainteaser. It’s up to you to fold this 

connected collection of sixteen colourful 
gears into the perfect positions that 
match each image. 760064 $22.99

Anti-Virus 
Mutation Puzzler

Can you get rid of the red virus? 60 challenges 
where players slide all of the colorful pieces 
around the board in order to clear a path to 

remove the red virus. 760034 $22.99

Harry Potter 3D Express Train Puzzle
Get on board the Hogwarts™ Express for a magical journey. 
Build this 460 Piece 3D puzzle of the iconic steam engine and 
embark on a voyage full of surprises! 770078 $34.99

Puzzle Books
Books to baffl e any brainiac in the family!  
Our wide variety of logic based books force 
you to think outside the box. The quickest route 
is not always a straight line. 
790177 Outside-the-Box Lateral Thinking $7.95
790182 Mystery Word Puzzles $11.50 
790185 Brain Sizzlers $7.50 

Magic
Our magic kits offer some of the world’s greatest, 
professional-quality magic trick that can be performed by 
magicians of all ages. Each set includes a fully illustrated 
manual and some include a full demonstration DVD to 
further help perfect your routine.
390063 Multiplying Bubbles 25+ Tricks $19.99
390008 Really Stunning Magic Emerald Ed. $29.99
390106 Magic: The Complete Course Book $26.95

Puzzle Accessories
We carry a wide variety of 
puzzle accessories that help
you organize your pieces, 
store them away for a 
rainy day or keep them 
together once it is 
fi nally fi nished.     

Roll-O-Puzz 
770977 1000 PC $16.99 

3-D Crystal Puzzles
These 3D uniquely shaped crystal-like 
puzzles will challenge any puzzler. There is 
something for everyone with our large selection. 
760124 Robot $17.99
760125 Rubber Ducky $17.99

MagicMagic
Our magic kits offer some of the world’s greatest, Our magic kits offer some of the world’s greatest, 
professional-quality magic trick that can be performed by 
magicians of all ages. Each set includes a fully illustrated 
manual and some include a full demonstration DVD to 
further help perfect your routine.
390063 Multiplying Bubbles 25+ Tricks 
390008 Really Stunning Magic Emerald Ed.
390106 Magic: The Complete Course Book

remove the red virus. 760034 $22.99

Puzzle Books
Books to baffl e any brainiac in the family!  

Mutation Puzzler

Puzzle AccessoriesPuzzle Accessories

These 3D uniquely shaped crystal-like 

Take your cubing skills to the next level with one of our many complex, 

4x4

Mystery, Mind, 
Logic Brain Teasers
These mystery brain teasers were created 
for fast fun, at home or on the go. Each tin 
contains hours of truly challenging fun. Put 
on your trench coat, grab the magnifying 
glass, and engage your inner sleuth! 
760133 Brain Teasers $11.99
760134 Mystery Grams $11.99
760135 30 Sec. Mysteries $11.99

David's 
Gear

Ghost
Hedgehog

Professor Pyraminx

770977 

101010101010101010

 $26.95

111111111111



Sterling 92"Bar
This huge 92'' long Sterling bar will be 

the envy of all your friends. Easily seats 
6 guests and features large comfortable 
arm rail and upper deck. Lots of storage 
boasting many shelves, lockable cabinet 

and storage drawer. This bar even has 
more versatility with a large refrigerator 

cavity when you remove one shelf. 
(Refrigerator not included) 

190065 MSRP $4499 
FGB Price from $3399.00 

Bar Dimensions: 92’’ L x 25¼’’ D x 42’’ H.

Rear 
View
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Classic 48” Poker Set
Be ready for a game of cards or a 
board game with this 48” octagonal 
table. Features reversible top with 
a beautiful dining table on one side 
and a felt inlayed game surface with 
chip trays and drink holders on the 
other. The matching chairs are richly 
upholstered and swivel, tilt and height 
adjust. Deal ‘em up! Shown in Nutmeg 
fi nish. 860502 MSRP $4499 $3499.99

Poker Chip Sets
We have a defi nitive selection 
of professional poker chips sold 
in individual rolls in a variety of weights and 
designs. Choose a 300 or 500 piece set in a 
deluxe aluminum case with 2 decks of playing 
cards, 5 craps dice and a dealer button. Chips 
sets range from $59.99 up to $169.99

      

Poker Chip Sets
of professional poker chips sold 
in individual rolls in a variety of weights and 
designs. Choose a 300 or 500 piece set in a 
deluxe aluminum case with 2 decks of playing 
cards, 5 craps dice and a dealer button. Chips 

Wooden 
Horse Race Game

Get caught up in the excitement of 
the track without leaving home! It's 

one of our most sought after games 
and is as close as you can get to 

the real thing. 701676 $44.99

Roulette Set
Turn your rec-room into your own 
casino with our portable roulette wheel. 
Works just like the ones in Vegas but 
this time the house won’t always win. 
640016  $69.99

Elite 54" Game Table
This 2 in 1 game table features a gaming surface with eight drink 
holders and chip trays surrounding a padded felt play center. Flipping the 
game surface reveals a beautiful dining top. Four luxuriously appointed 
matching chairs that swivel and adjust are included. Various designer 
fi nishes available. Shown in Nutmeg fi nish. 860510 MSRP $5999  $4499.00

Card 
Shuffler
Never waste time shuffl ing 
cards again with this sturdy card 
shuffl er. The manual crank card shuffl er 
is a great aid for people requiring help 
shuffl ing playing cards or if you are just 
a bad shuffl er. Ideal for Bridge or Poker 
sized playing cards. 650103  $24.99

Card Card 
ShufflerShuffler
Never waste time shuffl ing 
cards again with this sturdy card 

Deluxe Rummoli
If you like Poker or Rummy, 
you'll love Rummoli! Includes a 
durable plastic play mat, playing 
chips, and instructions. Cards 
not included. 700116 $15.99

Showdown 57in 
Round Poker Table
In poker, the showdown is when players 
expose and compare their hands to 
determine the winner. What better place 
to rack in your winnings than this big table 
with felt surface and integrated drink holders 
that knocks down for easy storage. 
860021 $479.99

42"

52"

30"Bar Return
Optional 30" universal return 
available that can be placed on 
the left or right side (shown). 
190060 MSRP $1499 $1099.00
Return Dimensions: 
30’’ L x 21½" D x 42’’ H. 

           100% 
Plastic Cards
Copag 100% plastic cards 
are widely considered the best cards 
on the market. Kem cards are long-lasting 
casino quality bridge or poker size cards made 
of cellulose acetate material, the most durable 
plastic used today. From $39.99

Copag 100% plastic cards 
are widely considered the best cards 

Kestell Folding Poker Tables
Perfect for Friday night poker Kestell tables are made in the 
USA  from solid wood and the sturdy legs fold up for easy 
storage.  Available in 42” and 52” sizes.  
860007 42" Table $449.99 / 860008 52" Table $799.99

Sterling 92"Bar
This huge 92'' long Sterling bar will be 

the envy of all your friends. Easily seats 
6 guests and features large comfortable 
arm rail and upper deck. Lots of storage 
boasting many shelves, lockable cabinet 

and storage drawer. This bar even has 
more versatility with a large refrigerator 

cavity when you remove one shelf. 
(Refrigerator not included) 

MSRP $4499
FGB Price from $3399.00 

Bar Dimensions: 92’’ L x 25¼’’ D x 42’’ H.Bar Dimensions: 92’’ L x 25¼’’ D x 42’’ H.

Return Dimensions: 
30’’ L x 21½" D x 42’’ H. 

Wood Bar Signs
Let us help you fi ll those 
empty voids in your 
basement bar with 
these decorative 
3-Dimensional 
vintage wood 
bar signs. 
From $49.99

Dealer Shoe
Deal cards like a pro! The deluxe 
acrylic dealer shoe is durable and convenient, 
and a great addition to your next blackjack or 
baccarat game. 610104 $39.99

Dealer Shoe
Deal cards like a pro! The deluxe 
acrylic dealer shoe is durable and convenient, 

Canasta Game 
& Card Holder
Bicycle Canasta Games 
provide hours of Latin 
inspired family fun! 
Canasta is a rummy game 
that excites with its wild cards and high scoring 
hands. Add our convenient card holder with 
swivel base for easy card-drawing. 
720102 Canasta Game $11.99
610132 Rotating Card Tray $8.99

121212121212121212



Bar Drip Mat
This heavy rubber drip mat 
is the perfect work surface
for any home bar. Keep 
your bar clean just like the 
pro mixologist you wish 
       you were. Size: 3 ½” x 27”. 
                        130017 $26.99

Bar & Kitchen Stools
Have a seat! Choose from our huge selection 
of high quality customizable stools. We 

have something for 
everyone from 
traditional wood 
bar and spectator 
stools to contemporary 
kitchen stools. The 
options are positively 
endless.

Buy 1, Get 20% OFF
Buy 2, Get 30% OFF
Buy 3, Get 35% OFF
Buy 4+, Get 40% OFF
the MSRP
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3-Bottle 
Liquor Dispenser

Give a toast with this 3 bottle 
revolving liquor dispenser! Simply 

push up your glass to dispense 
perfect 1.5oz shots every time. 

170006 $44.99

Sterling Bar Stool 
A ladder back style bar stool that will suit 
any decor with several fi nishes available.  
Our most popular swivel stool expertly 
built from solid wood, with padded seat 
and foot rail guards. 180520 MSRP 
$849.00 FGB Price as low as $509.40

A ladder back style bar stool that will suit 
any decor with several fi nishes available.  
Our most popular swivel stool expertly 
built from solid wood, with padded seat 

MSRP 
 FGB Price as low as $509.40

Heritage 72'' Bar
Add a touch of class to your home with the 

gorgeous yet affordable Heritage 72'' bar from Legacy. 
Each bar features large comfortable arm rails, ample 

storage and is available in the three traditional Legacy 
colours. 190100 MSRP $18779 $1499.00

Elite Bar Back Mirror 
The Elite solid wood 55'' bar back 
makes a perfect complement to any 
of our bars. Expand your storage area 
with the bottle shelf and stemware 
rack. Available in numerous fi nishes. 
190045 MSRP $1449.00 $1099.00

Legacy Classic 
60" Bar
The Classic Bar is a timeless 
design for any décor built from 
solid wood with many available 
hand rubbed fi nishes. This is 
a beautiful piece of furniture 
featuring recessed panels and 
incredible details. The back 
boasts lots of storage space 
with lockable liquor cabinet, 
wine chiller, stemware racks 
and adjustable shelves. 
Cheers! 190020 
MSRP $2496.00  $1799.00

Bar Books 
Beginning with one 
irresistible idea, use one of 
our instructional manuals 
and turn that glass of spirits 
into a cocktail fi t for a king.

Bar Back Dimensions:
55’ W  x 35’’ H x 6¼’’ D

Rum Roller
The Rum Roller brings 
three elements, zero 
dilution, chilling and 
motion, to the rum 
drinking experience. 
The Rum Roller’s 
chilling motion will 
take your experience 
to the next level. 
110129 $29.99

Boston
Cocktail Shaker 

Stainless steel, top of the 
line, just like all the top 
clubs use, this cocktail 

shaker is very simple to 
use. No need to worry 

about unfastening various 
lids and strainers.

130031 $29.99

Peugeot Whiskey 
Taster with 
Chilling Base 
With a distinctive wide bowl, 
this technical glass will 
reveal the subtleties 
in the whiskey, 
bringing out the 
aromas for an 
utterly indulgent 
tasting. 110151 
$49.99

     

Bottle Opener & Cap Catcher 
A wide selection of tough cast iron traditional bottle 
openers make it easy to open any bottle. Add an 
aluminum cap catcher to keep caps off the fl oor. 
130300 Open Beer Here $12.99
130325 Cap Catcher $16.99Cap Catcher

Final 
Touch Jigger
This classic bar tool is 
a boon for anyone 
looking to mix drinks in 
a hurry. The Double 
Jigger is built to help 
you quickly measure 
standard pouring sizes 
for your favourite 
cocktails. 130040 $8.99

             Game of Kings
Swords will clash and mead will 

fl ow in the ultimate drinking game. 
Let the games begin! This Game comes 

complete with over 20 challenge cards and 
your very own 'King's Goblet'. 

700175 $22.99

             Game of Kings
Swords will clash and mead will 

fl ow in the ultimate drinking game. 

700175 $22.99

Giant Pass the Pigs
The fabulous oversized foam swine can 
hit all the pig poses that their little pig 
dice cousins do! The most fun drinking 
game ever! 
700569 
$34.99

Bar Books 

makes a perfect complement to any 
of our bars. Expand your storage area 

rack. Available in numerous fi nishes. 

The Classic Bar is a timeless 

Cheers! Cheers! 
MSRP $2496.00MSRP $2496.00

With a distinctive wide bowl, With a distinctive wide bowl, 
this technical glass will 
reveal the subtleties 

With a distinctive wide bowl, 

Bar Dimensions: 
60’’W x 42’’H x 26’’D

Glass 
Rimmer 
This essential 
tool for any bar makes 
rimming glasses quick and 
easy. Simply fi ll each of the
3 trays with salt or sugar, 
moisten the glass rim and 
dip the glass for the perfect 
margarita or martini. 
130075 $34.99

Bar Drip MatBar Drip Mat
This heavy rubber drip mat 
is the perfect work surface
for any home bar. Keep 
your bar clean just like the 

Final 
Touch Jigger
This classic bar tool is 
a boon for anyone 
looking to mix drinks in 
a hurry. The Double 
Jigger is built to help 
you quickly measure you quickly measure 
standard pouring sizes standard pouring sizes 
for your favourite for your favourite 
cocktails. 130040 $8.99130040 $8.99

This heavy rubber drip mat 

Beer Pong Table
Our Jett beer pong table is 

manufactured with superior quality 
to tournament specifi cations and 

features cutting edge Graffi ti Splash 
artwork. Fold and unfold in under a 
minute. We also offer a wide range 

of Beer Pong accessories and 
paraphernalia. Beer not included. 

840035 $149.99

Pro Pack Beer Pong Kit
These are the Cups and Balls serious 

players play with! PRO PACK Package 
comes with 22 Cups and 6 Offi cial Beer 

Pong Balls. 110146 $14.99

Pro Pack Beer Pong Kit
These are the Cups and Balls serious 

players play with! PRO PACK Package 
comes with 22 Cups and 6 Offi cial Beer 

Pong Balls. 110146 $14.99

Buy 4+, Get 40% OFF
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Dart 
Battle Bag
530021 $24.99

Dart 
Battle BagBattle Bag

Pro Dartboard Backing
Protect your walls at home, in 

bars or legions with this dart 
surround that features a wood 

frame that holds the 30" square 
foam. 510083 $79.99

Puma Shark Dartboard
The championship quality Shark 
dartboard utilizes a  micro blade 

wire system and staple free 
bullseye for reduced bounce outs 

and maximum scoring potential 
making the Shark ideal for both 

home and competition use. 
500014 $79.99

Dart Cards
It’s a card game you play with darts! 
Designed to give both experienced 
and novice dart players hours of fun. 
Choose from 
a variety of
new games 
and it's great
for practicing. 
530069 
$9.99          

and novice dart players hours of fun. 
Choose from 
a variety of
new games 
and it's great
for practicing. 
530069 
$9.99          

Electronic Dart Scoreboard
Eight player score display with 24 Games 
with 132 options including 5 cricket games. 
Comes with power adapter and has voice 
prompts. 530118 $129.99prompts. 530118 $129.99

Phil Taylor 
Generation 3
Dart Set
The next Generation in 
Dart technology has been 
developed for Phil ‘The 
Power’ Taylor. The new 
barrel features a dual 
coating of Gold Titanium 
Nitride and Silica Titanium 
Nitride. 520099 
$219.99

At last a card that will reward a player for robin-hooding 
their darts and destroying their fl ights. When you 
purchase any eligible set of dart fl ights collect frequent 
fl ighter points on your club card and earn FREE fl ights. 
Purchase six sets of regularly priced dart fl ights and 
redeem your card 
to receive the 7th 
set FREE!

FREQUENT FLIGHTER CLUB

Purchase six sets of regularly priced dart fl ights and Purchase six sets of regularly priced dart fl ights and Purchase six sets of regularly priced dart fl ights and 
F.G.Bradley's Nickel 
Silver Storm Darts Set
Take aim with these quality nickel silver 
darts that feature the very latest in 
aerodynamic design and technologically 
advanced materials machined with the 
most sophisticated lathing machinery. 
520175 $24.99

24 or 26 gm
s
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Family Dart Package
For the gift that will be right on target with your family, choose our 
F.G.Bradley’s bristle dart board and we’ll team it up with two sets of 
Firestorm brass darts and Black Knight dart cabinet. 
510100 Reg. $177.96 Special $159.99

Vintage Pub Cabinets
These vintage style dart cabinets bring the British pub feel to life right in 
your own recreation room. Each cabinet features 3D hand painted details, 
deluxe spring-loaded hinges, and old fashioned style chalk boards. 
                                       510075 $169.99510074 510073

Pro Dartboard Backing
Protect your walls at home, in 

bars or legions with this dart 
surround that features a wood 

frame that holds the 30" square 
510083 $79.99

Puma Shark Dartboard
The championship quality Shark 
dartboard utilizes a  micro blade 

wire system and staple free 
bullseye for reduced bounce outs 

and maximum scoring potential 
making the Shark ideal for both 

home and competition use. 
500014 $79.99

     

Pro Dartboard Backing
Protect your walls at home, in 

surround that features a wood 
frame that holds the 30" square 

Puma Shark Dartboard
The championship quality Shark 
dartboard utilizes a  micro blade 

bullseye for reduced bounce outs 
and maximum scoring potential 
making the Shark ideal for both 

Dart Cards
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Jett Dart Mat
This professional quality 
dart mat is made of 
Eco-Friendly recycled 
rubber and is printed 
with international 
throw lines. An 
economical choice 
to protect fl oors 
and will prolong the 
life of your dart 
points. 530252 
$69.99

Traditional 
Wood Veneer 
Dart Cabinet
A great looking solid 
wood veneer cabinet 
in designer stains to 
match standard billiard 
furniture and bar colours. 
Features decorative 
routing and scoreboard 
inside on the doors. 
Perfect for the fi nest 
game rooms. 
510040  $149.99

Shot! Lady-S Dart Sets
Talk about ''sexy darts.'' Wow! Lady-S features 
feminine styled, colour ring and fi nger gripped 
barrel designs to suit a broad range of feminine 
fashion and throwing styles. 
520411 Shot! Lady Pink $69.99
520468 Shot! Lady Purple $69.99
520465 Shot! Lady Turquoise $69.99

The Darts Bible
This book encompasses all aspects 
of this simple game that demands 
remarkable precision and agility of 
mind from its competitors. From rules 
of many games to tactics and tips this, 
makes a perfect gift for any player. 
570001 $19.99

The Darts Bible

Hammerhead 
Gorilla Grip 
Darts Set
The Hammerhead mechanism 
virtually eliminates bounce 
outs. The aggressive 
Gorilla grip will never 
allow a dart to slip 
from your fi ngers. 
520500 $149.99

"MvG" 90% Tungsten 
Mighty Generation Darts  
'MvG'' darts by Michael van Gerwan 
the world’s top dart player  himself, 
Precision machined from 90% 
tungsten with lime green highlights. 
520427 $99.99

Puma Invader 
Stealth 80%
The Invader Stealth 80% Tungsten 
dart has an impressive sleek and 
stealth-like micro grip barrel. These 
darts will get you ahead of the game 
and take your opponents 
by surprise. 
520516 $49.99

Magnetic Dart Set
Jett Magnetic 2 in 1 Dart game is a safe and 

fun alternative to traditional darts. You can 
throw magnetic darts at the specially designed 
15 inch dart board and they will stick like glue 

without points. 505013 $29.99

Harrows 
Team Canuck 

Flights
540515  $9.99

Harrows 
Team Canuck 

FREQUENT FLIGHTER CLUB

Hammerhead 

The Hammerhead mechanism 
virtually eliminates bounce 
outs. The aggressive 
Gorilla grip will never 

aerodynamic design and technologically 

The Darts BibleThe Darts Bible

"MvG" 90% Tungsten 
Mighty Generation Darts  
'MvG'' darts by Michael van Gerwan 
the world’s top dart player  himself, 
Precision machined from 90% 
tungsten with lime green highlights. 
520427 $99.99

 Shot Infinity 
100 Series Darts 

State of the art axial and radial cutting 
technology proves there are no more 

boundaries. Shot has created a 
dart barrel for optimum control and 

balance. 520470 $119.99
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and novice dart players hours of fun. and novice dart players hours of fun. 

Team Canuck 

coating of Gold Titanium 
Nitride and Silica Titanium 
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Table Tennis Balls
Join the new revolution of table tennis. 
Both Poly Pro 40+ and Nittaku 3 Star 
balls are only two of our great 
table tennis balls selection. 
Quality and durability are 
essential for the best 
game performance.  
800205 Nittaku 3 Star 
Premium 3 Pack $13.99 
800063 Butterfl y 3Star 
G40+ Poly 3 Pack $12.99
800045 Stiga 1Star 
46-Pack $ 39.99

Kettler Stockholm GT
Sturdy construction and unique 

safety features make this the 
bestselling table tennis. Oval steel 

tube legs, ¾” surface thickness, 
and double caster wheels with 

foot lock are just a few of the end-
less features on this table. 

840003 Green / 840011 Blue 
$729.99 Until Jan. 15th $599.99

Joola Drive 2500 
The most durable table in the Drive series, the Drive 2500 
features the thickest table surface on the market at 25mm, 

supported by a heavy duty huge 25mm x 25mm frame 
under each half. Features modern play charcoal surface, 

leg levelers and pro grade net set. 840046 $999.99 
Until Jan. 15th $899.99

Joola Ping 
Pong Conversion Top
Turn any 8ft or 9ft pool table into a table 
tennis table with this charcoal coloured 
conversion top with full foam backing to 
protect your table. Complete with net. 840026 $289.99  

     Butterfly Table 
             Tennis Bats
                  Butterfl y is THE 
                       name when it comes           
                      to all levels of table 
                     tennis bats. Focus on    
                    your strengths and
                 improve your weaknesses         
                 with one of several bats        
                specifi cally designed for          
                your skill level.
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olm GT
Sturdy construction and unique 

safety features make this the 
bestselling table tennis. Oval steel 

tube legs, ¾” surface thickness, 
and double caster wheels with 

foot lock are just a few of the end-
less features on this table. 

     

Conversion Top Dolly
Easy solution for storing and moving your Table 
Tennis Conversion Top. Easy to assemble and 

comes with security attachment system and 
large storage area. 840008 $129.99

less features on this table. 
840003 Green / 840011 

$729.99 Until Jan. 15th $599.99

less features on this table. 
Blue 

 $599.99
Easy solution for storing and moving your Table 
Tennis Conversion Top. Easy to assemble and 

Kettler Champ 3.0 
The Champ 3.0 is an 
Institutional/Tournament style 
table with a heavy duty chassis 
perfect for schools, clubs and 
homes that want a better table. 
This table also features Kettler 
Sure Track, a unique centre guide 
folding mechanism that assures 
smooth folding and extra chassis 
strength. 840015 $899.99 
Until Jan 15th $799.99 

JOOLA Table Tennis Bats
JOOLA has been instrumental in bringing table 
tennis to the mainstream market and a big part 

of it has to do with accessibility. Take that fi rst 
step to hone your expert skills and make sure 

you fi nd the equipment that’s right for you.

JOOLA has been instrumental in bringing table 
tennis to the mainstream market and a big part 

of it has to do with accessibility. Take that fi rst 
step to hone your expert skills and make sure 

you fi nd the equipment that’s right for you.

Jett 4 Player Set
The perfect set to go with your table 
tennis table with 4 rackets and 8 balls. 
800125 $39.99

Table Tennis Racket Case
          Rugged and stylish, JETT Racket Case 
               features a wrist strap and storage for 3 
                          balls. 820001 $12.99 

iPong 
Training Robot
The iPong Pro has a new 
and exciting oscillation 
feature! This quality table 
tennis practice partner 
comes in a radiant red 
color and provides a 
world-class workout. 
850121 $289.99 
Special $249.99 

Until Jan. 15  $899.99

Result Scoreboard
The perfect addition to any backyard 
or inside table tennis court. Can be 
used in a friendly game or for 
professional play. 820041 $79.99

Result Scoreboard

Table 
Tennis 
Cover
Vinyl cover to keep 
your table clean when 
it is not in use. Works with all table types in 
open or closed position. 830020 $59.99

The most durable table in the Drive series, the Drive 2500 The most durable table in the Drive series, the Drive 2500 
features the thickest table surface on the market at 25mm, features the thickest table surface on the market at 25mm, 

under each half. Features modern play charcoal surface, under each half. Features modern play charcoal surface, 

Special $249.99Special $249.99

Stiga Go Anywhere 
Table Tennis Set
The Stiga retractable net works 
on most any type of surface. Set 
includes a retractable net, two paddles, 
three balls and a mesh storage bag. 
820050 $34.99

Table Tennis Care 
Ping Pong Rackets lose their ability to put 
spin on the ball as dirt and oils build up 
on the rubber surface. Clean your racket 
regularly for ultimate performance. Keep 
your rackets and table at their prime with 
our wide selection of 
racket and table 
care essentials.

regularly for ultimate performance. Keep 
your rackets and table at their prime with 
our wide selection of 
racket and table 
care essentials.

Swiftflyte Bat Case 
Double racket case with spacious 
main compartment for balls and 
accessories. Zippered side 
storage pouch. 820007 $19.99

balls are only two of our great 

Made in 
Germany

Kettler 
Indoor 10 Grey
Kettler Indoor 10 table tennis table 
features 1 person opening and 
closing operation, ball dispenser, 
leg levelers, and elastic band 
storage for paddles all with a 
22mm surface and heavy duty 
frame. 840023 $1,199.99 
Until Jan. 15th $999.99
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Jett Power Flo 
7’ Hockey Table 
He shoots, he scores! Our 
ultimate 7’ hockey game - built 
to last with a sturdy commercial 
style cabinet and a super fast air glide 
playing surface with ‘’goal in the rail’’ 
design. Solid aluminum rink walls 
ensure incredible puck rebound for 
many years to come! Side mounted 
electronic scoring with fun sound 
effects and game timer will keep 
everyone in the game. 840408 $849.99 
Special $749.99

Roberto Sport Foosball Table 
Durable tempered glass playing surface provides the fast 

ball response needed for competitive play. Telescopic rods 
ensure safety during aggressive matches. Solid plywood 

construction with strong metal legs and trim make this 
Roberto Sport Italian made table tough to beat.  840600 

$999.99 Special $799.99

Herrington  12’ Regal Shuffleboard Table 
Shuffl eboard is an entertaining game for any age and the perfect 

compliment to any game room. Herrington tables are made in 
Canada and the durable laminate play surface features fi ve different 

games to play. Available in two fi nishes and includes deluxe 
Spangler chrome rocks and wax. Walnut fi nish shown. 

Dimensions: 138"L x 30"W x 33"H. 
840840 $3100.00 

Special $2599.00 

Shuffleboard Wax
Fast wax in fl ake form so the rocks 
slide smoothly across the table. 
Ultra Fast wax in bead form rolls 
between rocks and playing surface.
800810 Fast $12.99
800811 Ultra Fast $12.99

Jett Tournament 
Foosball Table 
Solidly constructed, this 
contemporary table will 
provide your family with years 
of competitive entertainment. 
There isn’t a better table for 
the price with features like 
a tempered glass playing 
surface, balanced tournament 
men, ball bearing bushings, 
drink holders and leg levelers.
840606 $799.99
Special $699.99
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Jett Challenge 
Foosball Table 

The perfect family table! A 
modern design with durable 

Walnut Formica fi nish, 
black one piece laminate 
play surface and side ball 

returns. Soundly constructed 
and ready for lightning fast 

action for 2 or 4 players. 
Soccer balls included. 840605 

$599.99 Special $499.99

     

FA.BI. 
Foosball Table 
Unbreakable tempered 
glass and ball bearing 
bushings provides quick, 
smooth play, while a solid 1 inch plywood 
cabinet, cast iron legs, and telescopic rods 
provide durability that rivals the coin operated 
version. Made in Italy, this top of the line model 
includes 10 foosball balls. 840610 $1,099.99 
Special $899.99

Black & White 
Foosball Balls
Harder ball for 
durability and better 
rebound. Engraving 
allows for increased 
grip and control. 
800603 4 Pack $4.99

Foosball 
Lubricant Spray 
Specially formulated to
improve the performance 
of your Foosball or 
Gitoni Table. Bonds to 
metal for a longer 
lasting lubrication.
800618 $14.99

Jett Air 
Hockey 

Accessories
850025 Ergonomic 

Air Hockey Pushers 
$16.99

850027 Power-Flo Air 
Hockey Pucks $7.99

Jett Air 
Hockey 

Accessories
Ergonomic 

Air Hockey Pushers 
$16.99

               

effects and game timer will keep effects and game timer will keep 
everyone in the game. everyone in the game. 840408 $849.99 
Special $749.99Special $749.99

 Jett Power Stick
   Bubble Hockey 
Face off at home with this 
awesome dome hockey from Jett 
Games. Strong steel rods,coupled 
with super-fast gear-box action and 
       clutch system, make this game 
      a winner. Electronic scoring unit        
     brings the crowd to its feet  with 
every goal for non-stop family action. 
840208 $1799.99 Special $1499.99

        Jett 7ft Air Hockey 
        Table & Ping Pong    
      Conversion Top
        The air-powered ultra-smooth and hardened playing    
      surface is sturdy and durable enough to put up with even   
    the most aggressive younger players featuring a sleek fi nish,  
    super strong rails, and fold-up LED Electronic Scoring and 
   Sound. The optional two-piece conversion top is the 
  perfect addition to your Striker Air Hockey table or the 
JETT Compact 6’ Pool Table. The Striker 
scoreboard folds down allowing you to add 
the conversion top on the table for some ping 
pong fun. Both come complete with accessories. 
840411 Ping Pong Conversion Top $149.99 
840410 7ft Air Hockey Table $599.99 Special $499.99
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LDC Technology 
Low Density Core 
technology utilizes a 
lower density wooden core 
in the front end of the shaft. 
This drastically reduces cue ball 
defl ection making you deadly 
accurate every shot.
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Dufferin 
Mosaic 
Series
Shatter the 
competition with 
the legendary 
quality and 
distinctive design 
of Dufferin’s Mosaic 
Series cue. All 
Dufferin Cues 
feature the highest 
grade select 
Canadian hard 
rock maple or 
select Ash and are 
suitable for any 
caliber of player. 
$179.99

Dufferin 
Velocity Jump / Break 
Cue 24oz 
This three piece cue is designed 
with an extra-long pro taper for 
long draw on a break shot. The 
cue separates with a quick-release 
joint above the Irish linen wrap 
for sky high jump shots. A hefty 
24 ounces for those who want a 
power break. 260115 $159.99

Dufferin Gamma 
Break 902 Cue
The power tapered shaft 
features a Bakelite Plate 
and non-ferrule 
construction for pure 
power transfer and a 
thunderous break! Radial 
pin joint for wood to wood 
performance and Phenolic 
construction in the butt 
for a solid hit. Smash 
that rack!
260071 $189.99

Dufferin 
Vengeance Series Snooker Cues

   The new Dufferin Vengeance Snooker cue combines state of the 
art technology with sleek design to complete one of the best cues 

on the market at a reasonable price. $69.99

Dufferin 
300 Series Cues
Classic styling meets vibrant 
modern colour with Dufferin’s 300 
series cues. The butt is protected 
with Dufferin’s unique UV lacquer 
fi nish and the shaft is made from 
100% Canadian Hard Rock White 
Maple. $99.99

Dufferin 
Tribe 2B/2S Cue Case
Impeccably designed for the amateur or professional pool player and 
anyone in between. The Tribe series of cases has well thought out 
storage and is tailored in a traditional brown leather look with maple 
leaf embroidery. 230100 $119.99

Q-Claw
3 Cue Holder
Quality rubber cue holder 
perfect for holding three cues 
while waiting for your next 
shot. 200067 $29.99

     Poker Pool 
   Card Game

Combines the skill of 
pool with the luck of the 
cards to create a game 

that requires different 
strategies every game. 
For 2 or more players. 

600078 $13.99

perfect for holding three cues 

Dufferin 
Radical Cue

Make a splash with a Dufferin 
Radical cue! Constructed from 

solid Canadian Maple and 
featuring a posi-tech grip, the 

Radical cue is highlighted by a 
uniquely striking metallic paint 

effect. Available in Red, Blue 
and Silver. 260481 $79.99

The Incredible 
5-in-1 Tip Tool
Five tools in one! Shaper, 
scuffer, trimmer, 
burnisher and tip 
tapper help you 
improve your game 
by giving you a consistently 
solid hit. 200262 $24.99

Dufferin 
Billiard 
Glove
High-quality 
pool player's glove. 
Allows the cue to slide 
smoothly and 
accurately over 
the bridge hand. 
Available in 
several sizes. 
200450 $14.99

Telescopic 
Pro Aluminum 
Cue Extender  
Can't reach that all important shot 
with your regular cue? High quality cue 
extender designed with a metal shaft. Fits 
all pool cue brands. 200013 $49.99

Telescopic 
Pro Aluminum 
Cue Extender  
Can't reach that all important shot 
with your regular cue? High quality cue 

Retractable Cue Chalker 
You won’t lose your chalk again with this 
spring loaded, belt mounting chalk holder 
that extends allowing you to 
chalk your cue and retracts 
as soon as you let it go. 
200179 $14.99

Dufferin 
500 Series Cues 

with LDC Technology
There’s never been a better priced 
cue with LDC Technology. Inspiring 
design incorporating the latest cue 

technologies in a winning package. 
$169.99

Dufferin Dufferin 
500 Series Cues 

with LDC Technology
There’s never been a better priced 
cue with LDC Technology. Inspiring 
design incorporating the latest cue 

technologies in a winning package. 
$169.99

Dufferin Midnight Cue & Case Special
Show off your skills with the classic look of the Dufferin 300 
Midnight series cues. The cue sports a high-gloss black fi nish 
with sharp white points. Couple this with our Oval Soft 
Touch Black 1 butt 1 shaft case and you are set 
to hit the pool halls. 260975 Midnight 
Cue $99.99 / 230067 Case $49.99  
Special $129.99 

Q-ClawQ-Claw
3 Cue Holder3 Cue Holder
Quality rubber cue holder 

     Poker Pool 
   Card Game   Card Game

Combines the skill of Combines the skill of 

Midnight series cues. The cue sports a high-gloss black fi nish 
with sharp white points. Couple this with our Oval Soft 
Touch Black 1 butt 1 shaft case and you are set 
to hit the pool halls. 260975 Midnight
Cue $99.99 / 230067 Case $49.99  
Special $129.99

     

Dufferin 
Gamma 951
Jump Cue 
Add precision and strength to 
every shot with the Gamma 
Jump cue which incorporates 
a Gamma Tip and Bakelite 
ferrule. The end result is Super 
High Jump Shots. 
260072 $79.99

Dufferin 
Vengeance Series Snooker Cues

anyone in between. The Tribe series of cases has well thought out 
storage and is tailored in a traditional brown leather look with maple 
leaf embroidery. 230100 $119.99

pool player's glove. pool player's glove. 
Allows the cue to slide 

the bridge hand. 

     www.fgbradleys.com      

Dufferin 
Tribe 2B/2S Cue Case

Riley Lanca 
SightRight 
Pool Cue 
These new cues feature 
built-in sighting technology 
for perfect alignment with 
every shot. The SightRight 
Lanca Cue RL-8S Features 
a black forearm, carved 
profi le, wrap less stained 
fi nish handle, SightRight 
technology, Uni-loc Bullet 
joint, and Tiger Everest tip. 
260722 RL-8S $799.00

Riley Lanca 
SightRight 
Pool Cue 
These new cues feature 
built-in sighting technology 
for perfect alignment with 
every shot. The SightRight 
Lanca Cue RL-8S Features 
a black forearm, carved 
profi le, wrap less stained 
fi nish handle, SightRight 
technology, Uni-loc Bullet 
joint, and Tiger Everest tip. 
260722 

BCE 
Heritage 300 
Snooker Cue
A superb alternative to 
other UK-manufactured 
cues using exquisite 
exotic woods used 
specifi cally to enhance 
the appearance of the 
Heritage range cues. 
260762 $129.99

Ronnie 
O'Sullivan 

Snooker Cue
Play like a Champion 

with this Ronnie 
O’Sullivan snooker cue 

which features real wood 
front splices, a Spiral 

Brass Joint, hand fi nished 
select ash shaft fi tted with 
a 10mm Elk Master Tip as 

used by Ronnie himself.
260770  EL-07E $154.99

Willard Shaper
Get an effortlessly 
shaped cue tip to give 
you perfect spin on every 
shot. Carbide grit sander 
precisely contours the tip. 
Gauge shows you when 
your tip is shaped perfectly. 
200261 $16.99
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Karseal Cleaner Cloth & Q-Wax
Use the Cue Cloth and Q-Wax to keep your cue 
clean and free of harmful oils and dirt. Cloth 
available in different colours. 
200202 Cloth $8.99 
200201 Q-Wax $9.99

MOD22 Cue Cases
Classic tube style cases 
featuring full polyform interior 
for protection. Built to last 
with zippered closure and 
heavy-duty reinforced 
bottom. Easy to carry with 
a padded handle and 
carrying strap. Available 
in 5 different colours. 
230250 - 230255 $79.99

The Crazy 8 Ball
This crazy eight ball is the perfect 
gag for the pool shark on your gift 

list. It’s off center mass causes 
the ball to wobble all over the table 

preventing anything resembling a 
straight shot. 210075 $29.99

Karseal Cue Ball Cleaner
Specially formulated to clean, polish and 

protect in one easy application. Best 
used with an Aramith microfi ber ball 

cleaning cloth. 200200 $9.99

Classic tube style cases 
featuring full 
for protection. Built to last 
with zippered closure and 
heavy-duty reinforced 
bottom. Easy to carry with 
a padded handle and 
carrying strap. Available 
in 5 different colours. 
230250 - 230255 $79.99

Pool Golf Game
Combine the fun and skill of playing Billiards, with the 
challenge and strategy of Golf. Play 18 holes, lowest 
score (fewest shots) wins. It’s that simple. For 2 to 4 
players. 200715 $39.99
score (fewest shots) wins. It’s that simple. For 2 to 4 

Oval 1B/2S Cue Case 
A popular case that will 
protect your cue and hold 
an extra shaft. Luxurious 
look and feel with a 
black leatherette 
exterior. Cue is 
protected by the 
polyform interior. 
Large accessory 
pocket, padded 
handle and strap.
230063 $69.99
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Kamui Chalk
Finer particles than standard chalk. Designed 
to maximize friction and helps to increase the 
sweet spot to generate more spin on the cue 
ball. Non-abrasive, coats evenly, decreases 
miscuing, and stays on your tip longer. 
200360 $37.50

MOD22 Cue Cases

Pro Series 
Black Leatherette 
2B/4S Cue Case
Our classiest case built with unequaled quality 
for the discerning player. Cue is protected by the 
polyform interior. Butt holders are spring loaded 
and comes with two good sized zippered accessory 
pouches. 230069 $129.99

Predator Cues 
The brand of choice for 
serious players at every 
level. Predator cues and 
shafts are used by more 
than 60% of the top-ranked male pros, 3 out of 5 women 
professionals and 200,000 competitive players worldwide. 
Take your game to the highest level!

Predator 1080 High 
Performance Cue Chalk 
Provides improved accuracy, greater 
consistency, increased rotation, 
longer on-tip chalk life and 
better application 
coverage than 
standard 
chalk. 
200005 
5 Pack 
$12.99

Karseal Cleaner Cloth & Q-Wax
Use the Cue Cloth and Q-Wax to keep your cue 

Poison 
Armor 
3B/4S Case
Inspired by urban 
camoufl age and tactical 
gear, Poison cases are 
primed to protect your 
arsenal – whether it’s 
on your turf, or the 
competition’s. 
230145 $168.44

Poison Black Widow Cues
The second generation of Poison’s Black Widow series are just as 

lethal as the fi rst. Designed in collaboration with Hall-of-Famer 
Jeanette Lee, each Black Widow series cue features hand painted 

joint collars and butt caps, a Uni-Loc® Bullet joint, and the Predator 
engineered Venom2 low-defl ection shaft. Now all that’s missing 

is your next victim.

Poison VX4 Cues
Each VX series cue features a Poison GTX™ Grip, 

Uni-Loc precision joints, and high performance Venom2 shaft 
technology engineered by Predator. With every angle of your game 

covered, the only thing left to do is fi nd your next mark. From $124.00.

professionals and 200,000 competitive players worldwide. 
Take your game to the highest level!

Nemesis 
Sportec Cue & 

Case Special
Cutting edge design 

with pearlized fi nish and 
Canadian hard rock white 

maple shafts make this 
cue a highly functional 

weapon. Comes with 
Nemesis padded cue 

case with strap at a 
special price!  260687 

Special 
$129.99 

Leather 
Magnetic Chalk 
Holder 
This leather chalk holder clips 
to your belt or pocket so there 
is always chalk at the ready. 
Chalk fi ts into a plastic case 
with lid and attaches to the clip 
with a magnet. 200177 $14.99

Leather 
Magnetic Chalk 
Holder 

Poison 
Armor 

Leather 
Magnetic Chalk 
Holder 
This leather chalk holder clips 
to your belt or pocket so there 
is always chalk at the ready. 
Chalk fi ts into a plastic case 
with lid and attaches to the clip 
with a magnet. 

Leather 
Magnetic Chalk 
Holder 

Universal Cues
Universal has changed 
the game of pool forever. 
From their line of standard 
cues with traditional styling to 
upgraded cues with LS Shaft 
technology, you're sure to fi nd 
the perfect cue for your style 
and budget. Exceptionally high 
in quality and competitively 
priced, Universal has a wide 
range of cues suitable for 
both amateur and 
professional players.

Tip Prik Cue Tip 
Perforator
Conditions your tip by 
perforating and softening 
the leather making it more  
porous. This enables your tip 
to hold more chalk. Tip Prik 
has a handy screw on 
cover with a clip and 
key chain. 
200263 $19.99242424242424242424

porous. This enables your tip 
to hold more chalk. Tip Prik 
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Herrington Billiard Tables 
Canadian-made Herrington Billiard tables provide unsurpassed 
value and exquisite traditional styling. These 1” slate tables 
off er solid wood rails and stylish turned or ball and claw legs 
in two classic hand rubbed fi nishes. The subtle wood grain 
is highlighted in either a rich Dark Walnut stain or in English 
Cherry. Both 4’ x 8’ and 4 1/2’ x 9’ sizes are available. Match 
any décor with a choice of 20 cloth colours.

 herrington
   empire

Herrington Empire
Rich dark stains on solid white birch give a warm sophisticated look to this 
fi ne piece of furniture. The refi ned curves of the exclusive turned leg refl ect 
understated luxury. 8’ or 9’ sizes in two fi nishes. MSRP $3750.00 
FGB Price from $3290.00

Classic Pub Table 
Our 30” pub table makes the perfect companion 
to our Spectator Chairs or Bar Stools.

Herrington 4in1 Combo Rack 
Constructed  from solid maple this functional rack holds 
six cues, two sets of balls and has scoring for two or more 
players. Available in various fi nishes.

Classic Spectator Chair  
The perfect vantage point for viewing a game of 
pool. Conveniently equipped with a cue rest and 
drink holder so you can sit in comfort and enjoy 
your opponent missing their shot!

       Herrington Sovereign 
    Traditional elegance of English  
    Cherry hand rubbed fi nish with Ball   
   and Claw legs and Olive coloured  
 cloth. MSRP $3750.00 FGB Price 
from $3290.00

Herrington Governor 
Canadian made Herrington Governor 
Billiard table incorporates drawer storage 
and exquisite traditional styling. This 
1” slate table offers solid hardwood 
throughout with classic tapered legs and 
decorative moldings. Distinctive routed 
panels on the legs and aprons give the 
table an old world look. Available in 16 
designer fi nishes in either 8’ or 9’ sizes. 
The Governor will rule any game room 
with elegance. MSRP $5250.00 
FGB Price from $4390.00
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Shark Billiard Lamp
This lamp with three 16” brushed 
nickel shades and pool ball detail is 
sure to be a conversation starter over 
any pool table. 265080 $755.00
Special $529.99

Why are Herrington Tables World Renowned?
It ’s all in the craftsmanship! 

Solid Frame - Solid 1-5/8” thick base frame is 
assembled with inserts and bolts for lasting strength.
Secured Slate - Slate is secured to the base frame 
with solid wood blocks.
1” Slate - Premium slate from the best quarries. 
Precision machined to within 10/1000 of an inch.
Solid Hardwood Rails - Solid white birch rails and 
aprons are bolted to the slate so they will always 
provide lively bounce for every shot. The unique rail 
anchoring system uses steel plates embedded 
precisely in the solid hardwood to keep the rails 
secure and true.
Master Speed Cushions - Cushions utilize 
professional “Master Speed” natural gum rubber 
for true rebound and maximum accuracy.
Exclusive Leg Levelers - Herrington tables 
incorporate heavy steel levelers inserted into each 
leg with tapping bushings to allow leveling on almost 
any surface. Provides you with a clean look and a 
more stable table.
Superior Finish - Numerous coats of carefully 
applied stains and lacquers ensure a peerless 
quality, durable and sumptuous fi nish.

       Made in Canada

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Accessory
Drawer  
Integrated into the end 
apron this solid wood drawer 
has routered cavities to store 
all your billiard accessories 
neatly and discreetly.

erry hand rubbed fi nish with Ball   
   and Claw legs and Olive coloured  
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The Rhino Pool Table 
Edgy design at an economical price! The 
Rhino’s unique modern look and heavy duty 
cabinetry combine to make a breathtaking 
statement in a contemporary game room 
or commercial establishment. Bold straight 
lines and large 8 inch rails make for an 
impressive table with 59 3/4” x 103 1/2” 
outside dimensions. This 1” slate table also 
features scratch, stain and burn resistant 
laminate covered solid hardwood rails. 
4’ x 8’ Rhino comes standard with West 
Latitude fi nish. Many optional fi nishes 
available. MSRP $4196.00 
FGB Price from $3599.00

Invitation Pool Table 
Add a contemporary touch to your game 
room with the clean lines and stylish fi nishes 
of the Invitation billiard table. 
This 1”slate table features 
scratch, stain and burn 
resistant laminate covered 
hardwood rails, leather 
pockets and unique built-in 
leveling system. Tables include 
local delivery and installation by our 
Certifi ed Billiard Mechanics and a complete 
starter accessory package. This exceptional 
value is a solid, popular choice for most 
Canadian families. Choose from four cabinet 
fi nishes and 20 cloth colours. 7’ and 8’ sizes.
MSRP $3196.00 FGB Price from $2450.00

Dufferin 
Deluxe Cue Rack
This 2 piece rack holds 8 
cues and comes in fi ve 
fi nishes. 280902 $39.99

        Pacific 
Billiard Table 
Bold enduring lines and intricate solid 
wood moldings and rails give this table 
a look that will never go out of style. 
Three cabinet fi nishes and 20 cloth 
choices on either 4’ x 8’ or 4 1⁄2’ x 9’ 
sizes. Chocolate Pear Tree 
fi nish with Dark Green cloth 
shown. MSRP $3896.00 
FGB Price from $3199.00
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Canadian families. Choose from four cabinet Canadian families. Choose from four cabinet 
fi nishes and 20 cloth colours. 7’ and 8’ sizes.fi nishes and 20 cloth colours. 7’ and 8’ sizes.
MSRP $3196.00 FGB Price from $2450.00 FGB Price from $2450.00

Heritage 
Billiard Table 

Built with solid birch rails and 
panels; the Heritage 4’ x 8’ table 

has a classic demeanour and 
solid stately look. The legs and 

frame are elegantly detailed with 
routing and the table incorporates 

Canada Billiard’s exclusive leg 
leveling system that allows for 

better adjustment of the table. The 
Heritage pool table has been 

created with nothing but the highest 
of quality components and ALL for a 
surprisingly low price. It’s the perfect 

center piece for your home game room. 
MSRP $3596.00 FGB Price $2999.99

Accessories 
Included!
All our tables include a Deluxe 
Dufferin Accessory kit so you’re 
ready to play. A $589.00 package! 
Available in fi ve fi nishes to 
match your billiard table.

Chance Lamp 
The versatile Chance billiard lamp is an upscale version of the 

traditional bar fi xture. Three 14" glass shades complement a 
variety of metal fi nishes that are available. 265131 $412.50

Special $299.00

surprisingly low price. It’s the perfect surprisingly low price. It’s the perfect 
center piece for your home game room. center piece for your home game room. 

MSRP $3596.00 FGB Price $2999.99 FGB Price $2999.99

Banff Billiard Table 
Features traditional lines with ball and claw legs. The 
solid birch rails and exquisitely trimmed cabinet are hand 
fi nished in a choice of three luxurious stains. Chocolate 
Pear fi nish with Khaki cloth shown. MSRP $4196.00 
FGB Price from $3499.00

Legacy Classic Pub 
Table and Heritage 
Spectator Chair 
Our solid wood 30” pub table makes the 
perfect companion to our Spectator 
Chairs. The distinctive lines of this 
elegant table will make a great place to 
sit and enjoy a beverage in a pub or 
game room. Heritage Spectator Chairs  
  are the ideal vantage point for viewing 
            a game of pool. Conveniently 
            equipped with a cue rest and 
drink holder.
180450 Classic Pub Table $529.00 
285050 Heritage Spectator Chair $399.00

Dufferin 
Corner Cue 
Rack
Holds 10 cues, 
balls and has 
a hook for your 
triangle. Four 
fi nishes available.
280971 $159.99

282828282828282828

Three cabinet fi nishes and 20 cloth 
choices on either 4’ x 8’ or 4 1⁄2’ x 9’ 
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La Condo 2in1 Pool/
Dining Table 
Pure design meets functionality in 
the Canada Billiard La Condo home 
entertainment table. This unique table 
shifts in moments from an elegant 
dining table to a contemporary slate 
billiard table. No one will guess your 
sleek looking solid wood dining table 
doubles as the centre of entertainment 
in your home. Perfect for small spaces 
or the company board room. Available 
in 3’ x 6’, 3 ½’ x 7’, 4’ x 8’ and 4 ½’ x 9’ 
sizes. Shown in Victorian Maple fi nish. 
Available in 14 standard fi nishes or 
optional stainless steel. MSRP 
$6287.00 FGB Price from $4750.00
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Available in 14 standard fi nishes or 
optional stainless steel. MSRP 
$6287.00 FGB Price from $4750.00

   La Condo 
Divine  
The adaptability of this table will have you playing in any 
space. This gorgeous trestle style table from Canada Billiard’s La Condo 
series of home entertainment tables is solid wood throughout with a 
1” slate playing surface. The La Condo series is available in several 
unique designs and fi nishes to suit any décor. Four sizes available 
in your choice of fi nish. Dining top optional. 
MSRP $9887.00 FGB Price 
from $8250.00

   La Condo Poker Table 
The La Condo Poker Table is the 
perfect complement to our popular 
La Condo Series pool tables. The 
table is crafted from solid wood and 
is available in 14 standard fi nishes. 
Features 6 stainless steel drink 
holders and a choice of colour felt 
playing surface. Optional dining top 
available. Chairs sold seperately. 
860001 $2599.99

   La Condo Foosball Table 
The furniture quality solid birch construction comes with telescopic 
safe rods featuring ball bearings for smoother play, professional 
rubber handles with wood inserts and non-slip leg levelers to keep 
the table in one place during vigorous play. A modern looking piece 
of furniture. 840624 From $2,599.99

   La Condo Bench 
Designed with or without 
storage, the La Condo 
bench slides easily under 
the table when you’re 
ready to surprise your 

guests with a 
game of pool. 
Comes in two 
heights, a variety 
of fabric choices 
including leather 
and many stains 
available. 285003 
From $1399.99

   La Condo Ladder Back Dining Chairs 
Designed to complement our La Condo Series Dining tables. Made in 

Canada this high quality ladder back style solid white birch wood chair is 
available with your choice of fl at or tailored seat in a selection of fabrics 

or Italian leathers. Two heights available.
285003 From $599.99

La Condo Mystere  
Practicality will have you playing 
in any space with this mission 
style table from Canada Billiards 
La Condo series of home 
entertainment tables. The Mystère 
comes in two heights (30” and 32”) 
and is available in 4 sizes. Although 
no one would realize your dining 
table is also a pool table when it 
has the dining top on, the La Condo 
is a pool table fi rst featuring 1” slate, 
Master Speed cushions and solid 
Canadian hardwood construction.
MSRP $6687.00 FGB Price from 
$5350.00 

La Condo 
Storage Furniture
Crafted to take the game room 
into another dimension La Condo 
furniture will smartly store billiard 
accessories while complimenting 
a room with discreet elegance. 
Buffet, console table and cue stand 
are available in 14 standard fi nishes.

La Condo 
Shuffleboard Table 
Canada Billiard’s La Condo 
Shuffl eboard table is unique 
in every way possible and is 
the perfect addition to any 
game room. Its sleek lines 
and contemporary style match 
the famous La Condo series 
pool table but it can stand on 
its own in any modern setting. 
Customize this table to match 
your décor with 14 standard 
fi nishes. Available in 9’, 12’, 
14’ or 16’ sizes and a stainless 
steel version is also available.
MSRP $6617.00 FGB Price 
from $5699.00

 FGB Price from 

Storage Furniture
Crafted to take the game room 
into another dimension La Condo 
furniture will smartly store billiard 
accessories while complimenting 
a room with discreet elegance. 
Buffet, console table and cue stand 
are available in 14 standard fi nishes.

La Condo Table Tennis 
The Canada Billiards La Condo Table 

Tennis table is a striking addition in any 
game room. The contemporary cabinetry 

can be customized hand rubbed stains, 
lacquer fi nishes or stainless steel. The 
play surface utilizes a Kettler 3/4 inch 

composite wood top in black or blue fi nish 
which incorporates a professional 

multi-process fi nish for Certifi ed True 
Bounce and warp resistance. The table 
also includes a deluxe net and durable 

resin net posts that are designed to 
remain in play position at all times. 

840061 MSRP $3940.00 
FGB Price from $3,299.99

the table in one place during vigorous play. A modern looking piece 
of furniture. 840624 From $2,599.99
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Chalk Out 
Billiard Cloth Cleaner
Revolutionary product cleans and 
refreshes a pool table cloth in 60 
seconds! Helps cloth last 40 to 50 
percent longer and is safe on all 
grades of pool table cloth. 
200195 $16.99

Cameo 
Billiard Lamp
The contemporary 
Cameo family of lamps 
feature a ribbon of colour 
framed by metal trim. 
Perfect for a modern 
look in a variety of 
colours and sizes. 
$1387.00
Special $879.99Black Crown II 

A contemporary choice for your home and the preference 
of Billiard Clubs across Canada. Formica-clad solid wood 
rails and metal accents make this a durable and stylish table 
used in most major tournaments in Canada. Available in 
7’, 8’, 9 and 12’ sizes. MSRP $5639.00
FGB Price from $4599.00

Chalk Out 
Billiard Cloth CleanerBilliard Cloth Cleaner
Revolutionary product cleans and Revolutionary product cleans and 
refreshes a pool table cloth in 60 refreshes a pool table cloth in 60 
seconds! Helps cloth last 40 to 50 seconds! Helps cloth last 40 to 50 
percent longer and is safe on all percent longer and is safe on all 
grades of pool table cloth. grades of pool table cloth. 

A contemporary choice for your home and the preference 
of Billiard Clubs across Canada. Formica-clad solid wood 
rails and metal accents make this a durable and stylish table 
used in most major tournaments in Canada. Available in 
7’, 8’, 9 and 12’ sizes. MSRP $5639.00
FGB Price from $4599.00
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Billiard Lamp
The contemporary 
Cameo family of lamps 
feature a ribbon of colour 
framed by metal trim. 
Perfect for a modern 
look in a variety of 
colours and sizes. 

Special $879.99
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Heritage Pub Shelf
A convenient place to set down a 

drink without taking up fl oor space. 
30” W x 15” D. 180482 $149.99

Heritage Pub Shelf
A convenient place to set down a 

Crosley iJuke 
Based on a classic design, this full-sized 

jukebox boasts an AM/FM radio along with 
the ability to play CD's or pair any device with 

built-in Bluetooth® technology. Providing a 
dose of nostalgia on the outside and an in-

side fi lled with modern features, the Crosley 
Bluetooth® Jukebox is likely to be the focal 

point in any room you place it. 320006 MSRP 
$2699.00 FGB Price $2299.99

Upgrade your table to a Tefl on® 
protected billiard cloth and 
accidental spills wipe up with ease! 

Spills Hate Teflon® Cloth!

Home Scoreboard
Keep track of your winning score with 
this solid wood scoreboard 
available in fi ve 
different fi nishes. 
281211 $59.99

Majesty 
Billiard Table 
No other billiard table can 
offer the elegance of this fi ne 
piece of furniture. The Majesty 
embraces traditional craftsmanship in 
either solid Oak, Maple, Mahogany, 
Cherry or Walnut woods. Choose from 
26 luxurious hand fi nishes. Available 
in 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12’ sizes. MSRP 
$7137.00 FGB Price from $5799.00

grades of pool table cloth. 
200195 $16.99
grades of pool table cloth. grades of pool table cloth. 
200195 $16.99 Upgrade your table to a Tefl on® 

protected billiard cloth and 
accidental spills wipe up with ease!

Spills Hate Teflon® Cloth!

Home Scoreboard
Keep track of your winning score with Keep track of your winning score with 
this solid wood scoreboard this solid wood scoreboard 
available in fi ve 
different fi nishes. 
281211 $59.99

Majesty 
Billiard Table 
No other billiard table can 
offer the elegance of this fi ne 
piece of furniture. The Majesty 
embraces traditional craftsmanship in 
either solid Oak, Maple, Mahogany, 
Cherry or Walnut woods. Choose from 
26 luxurious hand fi nishes. Available 
in 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12’ sizes. MSRP 

       Canada Billiard has a 42 year tradition of 
manufacturing superior billiard products. Their 
reputation has been built on crafting fi ne billiard 
furniture that is second to none. Each solid wood 
table is pre-assembled by master craftsmen in 
their state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in 
Laval, Quebec to assure a perfect fi t. Pieces are 
matched and numbered just like in the good old 
days. These tables aren’t held together with 
staples and wood screws. Machine bolts and 
dowels are used for precise and solid assembly. 
All tables utilize a unique built-in leveling 

system that eliminates shimming the legs. 
Rails are fastened using nut plates, threaded 
rods and lock washers to ensure that the rails 
are fastened securely to the slate. This ultimate 
link between rail and slate minimizes vibrations 
and guarantees quiet, lively bounce back and 
playability. Professional “Masterspeed” rubber 
cushions provide true rebound and maximum 
accuracy. All tables conform to B.C.A. (Billiard 
Congress of America) specifi cations and come 
with a Lifetime Warranty.

the 
canada billiard story

Tentation Billiard Table 
The traditional straight lines and detailed 
routing adorning this solid wood table will 
make it the centerpiece of any game room. 
Available in 8’ and 9’ sizes in a variety of 
fi nishes. MSRP $4996.00 FGB Price
from $4199.00

The Colchester Billiard Lamp
The classic look of this lamp will light any table 
with style. Three 16” golden glass shades 
on a distinctive hammer bronze bar will 
make the perfect fi nishing touch in your 
game room. 265112 MSRP $399.99 
FGB Price $299.99

Elite Spectator Chair
Comfortable and stylish, the Elite 
Spectator Chair will be a welcome resting 
place for your guests while you entertain 
in your game room. Metal accents and 
plush upholstery complete the look. 
MSRP $1569.00 FGB Price from $1119.00

Choose from 20 designer 
colours of quality 
Heritage billiard 
cloth to match 
any décor.

Choose your Colour!
Choose from 20 designer 
colours of quality 
Heritage billiard 
cloth to match 

Choose from 20 designer 
colours of quality 
Heritage billiard 
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Jett Camden 3 in 1 
Bumper Pool Table
This multi-function 48” table is 
the perfect space saving 
entertainment centre. It’s 3 in 1 
design converts instantly from a 
dining table to a poker table with 
the fl ip of the top. Drink holders 
and chip trays are conveniently 
placed on the poker table side. 
Remove the top to expose one of 
the most skill testing games ever 
invented…Bumper Pool! 
Accessories included.
840101 $999.99
FGB Price $699.99

Circuit Brooklands 
Slot Car Set
Get ready for slot car racing action in 
a classic fi gure 8 layout - complete 
with overpass and high banked curve! 
BROOKLANDS layout delivers high 
action with powerful race cars, durable 
track and a Power Base that includes 
not only a Digital lap Counter, but 
adjustable Race Distance and Practice 
Mode too! 370925 $119.99

Retro Super 
Hero Prints
Smash! Bam! Kapow! 
Knockout evil wall boredom 
with amazing plaque mounted 
prints created from vintage 
Marvel and DC comic book 
covers. Sure to save humankind!
Measures 25" x 35". $29.99

Dufferin 4 in 1 
Combo Rack

Features a 2-man scoreboard 
plus chalkboard for extra 

players, ball shelves that will 
fi t either a pool or snooker set. 

It will hold six cues and even 
has an extra clip for storing a 

7th short cue. Dimensions: 
41¾'' H x 36½''W x 3¼'' D. 

280984 $189.99

Naugahide Table Covers
Protect your pool table with one of 
these heavy-duty fi tted covers. 
Available in Brown, Camel, Black, 
or Burgundy in a variety of sizes. 
From $99.99

Tiffany Billiard Light
This beautiful 4 light billiard light will add brightness to your room with 

its brilliant stained glass display. These lights are boxed knocked down 
which allows them to be easily shipped or transported. Assembly is 

simple and completed in minutes. 265530 $728.70 Special $599.99

Dufferin Home 
Cue Rack 
This 2 piece rack holds 
6 cues and comes in 
fi ve fi nishes. 280923 $29.99
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Jett Jr. Compact 6ft Pool Table 
Don’t have room for a full size pool table? Want a great table for 

the kids? Our Junior Compact 6ft pool table is the answer! This 3’ 
x 6’ (Playing Surface 63’’ x 31½’’) table is solidly constructed in a 
black fi nish with silver highlights. This unit comes complete with 

accessories. 290001 $699.99 Special $499.99 
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Jett Jr. Compact 6ft Pool Table 
Don’t have room for a full size pool table? Want a great table for 

the kids? Our Junior Compact 6ft pool table is the answer! This 3’ 
x 6’ (Playing Surface 63’’ x 31½’’) table is solidly constructed in a 
black fi nish with silver highlights. This unit comes complete with 

accessories. 290001 $699.99 Special $499.99

Bridge 
Pool Table
Canada Billiard has 
become known for its 
cutting edge contemporary 
furniture. The tradition of 
quality combined with 
intentionally unique and 
distinctive design continues 
with the new Bridge table.  
Customize 7’, 8’ or 9’ sizes with 
endless fi nish and cloth choices and 
either a solid wood or aluminum leg 
structure. Cross over to the extraordinary. 
MSRP from $9829.00 FGB Price from $8235.00

Don’t worry about getting a billiard table into your house. All F.G.Bradley’s 
tables come totally disassembled to fi t through any doorway or staircase 
in your  home. Our Certifi ed Billiard Mechanics will handle all the assembly 
for you and level the table to within 10/1000 of an inch of accuracy.

yes ... it fits!

Premium Scoreboard 
It’s easy to keep score on this big 
26” wide solid wood board. 
281123 $169.99

Mode too! 370925 $119.99

Circuit Brooklands 
Slot Car Set
Get ready for slot car racing action in 
a classic fi gure 8 layout - complete 
with overpass and high banked curve! 
BROOKLANDS layout delivers high 
action with powerful race cars, durable 
track and a Power Base that includes 
not only a Digital lap Counter, but 
adjustable Race Distance and Practice 
Mode too! Mode too! 

The Barn 
Pool Table
Referencing everything from traditional 
shapes to industrial details, the Urban 
Rustic style of this table creates a warm and 
comfortable atmosphere with a sense of relaxed 
elegance. Here the distinctive wood grains and 
distressed fi nishes of Red Pine highlight rustic 
warmth with an antique grey stain, while bringing 
a one-of-a-kind feel to your home. Available 8ft 
and 9ft sizes. MSRP $7838.00 
FGB Price from $6599.00
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Billiard table prices include the manufacturers’ limited lifetime warranty and products are subject to the terms thereof. Prices for model variations and other table 
sizes are available upon request from your local retail location. Additional delivery charges may apply to outlying areas. See store for details. Prices on all 
products in this catalogue are in effect while quantities last or until store closing time on December 31, 2016. Certain products available at participating 
F.G.Bradley’s locations only. All colours, models and sizes may not be available at all stores or at all times. Although every effort has been made to ensure the 
accuracy of the information in this publication, we cannot be held responsible for pricing or description errors or omissions. Products may not be exactly as shown. 
Prices shown are in Canadian funds and do not include applicable taxes. F.G.Bradley’s® is a registered trademark of Playit Incorporated. All rights reserved.

PROUDLY CANADIAN OWNED AND OPERATED
www.fgbradleys.com    

Jett Ice Raider 
Rod Hockey Table 
Face-off for some exciting hockey 
action with the Ice Raider Rod 
Hockey table from Jett Games. 
This solidly constructed table 
features carbon fi bre rods, 3 
dimensional players with painted 
details, offi cial rink markings and 
transparent rink walls. Jett takes 
Rod Hockey to a new level with 
full size 31” x 42” playing surface. 
A great family table at an 
incredible price!  
840207 $479.99 
Sale $389.99

Sports Memorabilia
F.G.Bradley's has a selection of sports art and collectibles that will 
make your favorite fan drool. You’ll hit a home run with authentic 
signed photographs, team decor and memorabilia that will bring 
back great moments in sports history.
650017 Original Six Buildings $199.99
160107 Jays 19.5” Round Sign $69.99
160003 Leafs 24” Round Sign $69.99
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Pickering Town Centre
1355 Kingston Rd. 

Pickering | ON L1V 1B8
Lower Level Sears Wing

(905) 420-6113
1-888-456-GAME

Etobicoke Store 
192 North Queen Street 

Etobicoke | ON M9C 4Y1
Across from Sherway Gardens

(416) 622-7084
1-866-407-5400

Oshawa Centre
Holiday Location

419 King Street West 
Oshawa | ON L1J 2K5 

North of Door #1 Near Sears
(905) 404-2233

Fairview Mall
1800 Sheppard Ave. E 

North York | ON M2J 5A7
Lower Level near The Bay

(416) 494-0094
1-800-829-4981


